Ren "THE RETIRED PHYSICIST" Chang
5-4-3-2-1 is a familiar countdown
heard by Ren “The Retired Physicist”
Chang in and out of the ring! Although
he often refers to himself as the
“retired physicist,” optimal design and
masterful performance are two
characteristics that have followed this
fighter from the moon to the boxing
gym.
In his early career as a physicist, Ren
was responsible for the design
analysis and the performance testing
of one of the instruments left on the
moon by the Apollo 11 astronauts
called the “Lunar Laser Retroreflector
Array.” The fighter’s impeccable
analytical skills and proficient
techniques are on target each time he enters the boxing gym. “The Retired
Physicist” rigorously focuses on accuracy and strength – determined to maintain a
steadfast stance and land every punch with speed and power.

As a former competitive dancer, fancy footwork is this fighter’s expertise,
whether it is in the boxing gym or the ballroom. “I used to compete in ballroom
dancing, something like eight times a year and for ten years by going to various
places. Now I don’t know what to do with the medals and trophies that are
cluttering the closet space.” As an undeniable champion, RSB Coaches, fellow
fighters, caregivers and volunteers often admire the fighter’s ability to go 8-10
rounds with such precision and skill, causing Parkinson’s to buckle every round.

After retirement, Ren “The Retired Physicist” Chang started creating slideshows
and resurrected the hobby of music writing which he started in high school, but
neglected after beginning his graduate studies in physics. “I love making video
slideshows!” In recent years, in order to exercise his brain in addition to his body,

“The Retired Physicist” started taking interest in solving puzzles, especially
Sudoku. Now, he creates videos to show others how to solve Sudoku puzzles.
Even though the fighter tends to shy away from doing yard work, “Bugs love to
bite me when I am outside,” he never gives up on fighting back; bobbing and
weaving to keep every opponent at bay. His lifelong belief is to “do all that he
can.”
Yet, what inspires him the most? “Has to be RSB MoCo, personified by two
dedicated coaches. Their commitment and dedication to the cause is most
heartening and inspiring. I love RSB MoCo!”

